ABSTRACT Studying cyber attack-defense interaction over load frequency control (LFC) had become critical for guaranteeing the frequency quality and safety operation of power systems. It was revealed that both the attacker and the defender have multiple alternatives from strategy pools, which results in optimal strategy selection in pursuit of optimal payoff. In this paper, game theory model is introduced to analyze optimal strategy of attack-defense interaction over LFC. As to payoff calculation, we consider the comprehensive evaluating metric containing both the application effect and implementation cost of specific strategies, and propose a fuzzy logic-based calculation method. Considering the incomplete information in the attack-defense interaction game, we propose a mixed strategy method to obtain the optimal strategy. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed optimal strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electric power system is among the most fundamental critical infrastructures (CIs), and begins to face hacking risks [1] , [2] . As one of the most essential operational functions in power systems, load frequency control (LFC) becomes the potential target of cyber attacks. By manipulating the interested signals or variables in LFC, hackers can destabilize the balance of active power and cause cascading failures. Therefore, the principles of counterattacks must be established to mitigate the attack damage.
Previous studies of cyber attacks on power systems mainly focus on the vulnerability analysis of the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) [3] , [4] , topology [5] , [6] and power system state estimation (PSSE) attack [7] - [12] . In recent literature, deceptive attack schemes of PSSE attack, which can disable the commonly used measurement residualbased detection methods under different scenarios, began to capture researchers' interests [7] - [9] . And a growing body of research investigates countermeasures against these more deceptive intrusions in turn [10] - [12] .
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In this paper, research on cyber attacks and defense strategies on LFC is focused. The scope of investigations of LFC oriented attacks mainly contains attack and counterattack measure design. As to attack schemes, reachability-based data injection attack for uncertain model scenario is studied by using feedback linearization [13] . An optimal attack minimizing the remaining time until the onset of disruption is presented in [14] . As to countermeasure design, a bad data alarm-based detection method is proposed using area control error (ACE) forecasting [15] . In [16] , a new dynamic state estimator that can provide real-time models of the system is proposed to detect cyber attacks on power systems. A countermeasure to denial of service attack is proposed by reconfiguring routing topology using game tree [17] . As to attack-defense measure, Law [18] lays the groundwork for unified studies of attack and defense scheme of LFC by using game technique. In our prior literatures, attack strategies are systematically analyzed from aspects of attack influence and concealment, and detection schemes are designed with the aid of machine learning algorithm [19] , [20] .
With the increase of the types of attack and counterattack strategies, the attacker and defender have many alternatives for attack and defense scheme design. Different joint actions (cartesian product of strategy pools of the attacker and the defender), could produce different payoffs. Hence, it is very essential to investigate the optimal countermeasure in attackdefense interaction over LFC considering this strategy pool scenario. Game-based model could effectively characterize the multi-strategy scenario, and optimal strategy selection is thus transformed into solving Nash equilibrium of the game. Groundbreaking work adopting game technique is proposed in [18] ; and further refinement could be made considering more complex game conditions and payoff calculation. Notice that the incomplete information in the attack-defense game can lead to flexible payoffs under the same joint actions, i.e., the attacker and defender would make different gains when the level of knowledge varies, thus influencing the optimal strategy.
In order to study the optimal strategy of the attack-defense interaction over LFC systems, we propose a game-based interaction model considering incomplete information. The main contributions of the paper are twofold.
(1) To calculate the payoff of the attack-defense game in LFC systems, both the application effect and implementation cost are quantified with the aid of fuzzy logical-based method.
(2) For the first time the incomplete information game model is introduced to analyze optimal strategy of attackdefense interaction over LFC systems. A mixed strategy method is proposed to maximize the guaranteed payoff when the defender has incomplete information of the choice of the attack strategies.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the basic framework of game-based LFC attack-defense interaction model. Optimal strategy of attackdefense interaction over LFC is discussed in Section III. Simulations and analysis are addressed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions and discussions are drawn in Section V.
II. BASICS OF ATTACK-DEFENSE GAME-BASED LOAD FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM A. BASICS OF LOAD FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEM
The diagram of LFC of a normal multi-area interconnected system is represented in Fig. 1 . Notice that the areas are divided into compromised area and other normal areas. The commands of LFC system for Area i are based on Area Control Error (ACE) signals, which can be expressed as
where β i is the area frequency bias coefficient for Area i; f i and P tie_i denote the frequency deviation and tie-line power, respectively. The LFC commands are dispatched down to the generating units, which mitigate power imbalance and guarantee frequency stability. The two main attack objectives in respect to LFC are frequency and tie-line interchange power measurement in (1) . The latter is much more susceptible to cyber attacks compared with the former (falsification of frequency measurement can be easily detected by comparing with other normal readings); hence, only cyber attacks on tie-line interchange power measurement are considered. Moreover, since cyber attacks on tie-line interchange power measurement of both areas will not trigger the long-term instability [15] , only one area (Area i) is assumed to be compromised. Based on our prior work [15] , we model the compromised tie-line power signals as
where P * tie_i represents the tie-line power signals that the LFC center accepts; D represents the compromised signals.
B. HYPOTHESIS OF ATTACK-DEFENSE GAME
In this subsection, we assume that the attack-defense game on LFC systems has the following characteristics.
1) ZERO-SUM GAME
Since the relation between the attacker and the defender is completely conflicting, we assume that the game discussed in this paper is a zero-sum game. The game is described by a triplet (S A , S D , P), where
.., a m } is the strategy pool for the attacker, in which multiple alternatives are available for the attacker. The attack strategy a i can be one attack or a combination of attacks at the same time.
• S D = {d 1 , d 2 , ..., d n } is the strategy pool for the defender, in which multiple alternatives are available for the defender.
•
gives real values on specific joint action of the defender and the attacker, where p d ij and p a ij are the payoff for the defender and attacker under joint action (d i , a j ). In the zero-sum game, the following formula is established
2) ATTACKERS HAVE TWO ATTACKING TENDENCIES
The attacker considers two attacking tendencies of FDI strategies: 1) damage oriented FDI; 2) deception oriented FDI.
• Damage oriented FDI attack scheme
In this case, the attacker does not consider his potential exposure by the alarm. He would inject false data VOLUME 7, 2019 D as much as possible to cause damages, which also increases the possibility of being detected by the alarm. Based on (2), we model the damage oriented FDI attack scheme as
where f l and f u are the threshold frequency values which could trigger emergency control. That is, the magnitude of D should be large enough to trigger frequency emergency control. In this paper, we assume that there are no large load variations during the cyber attacks on LFC systems. In fact, large load variations do not occur frequently, which means that normal large load variations and cyber attacks are unlikely to occur at the same time. As to small load variations, we assume that small load variations conform to the standard normal distribution.
• Deception oriented FDI attack scheme In this case, the attacker tries to make the compromised value of the monitoring variable below the alarm value, thus eluding detection by the alarm [15] . We model the damage oriented FDI attack scheme as
where x mc is the value of ACE signals. x 0 is the alarm value set by the defender. It can be seen the main differences between (4) and (5) are the inequality constraints: the constraint in (4) aims at the production of attack damage, while the constraint in (5) aims at detection elusion. These two criteria are the main goals of the attacker. In this paper, we use different values of D to represent different strategies of attackers.
3) DEFENDERS HAVE TWO KINDS OF DETECTION SCHEMES
The defender considers two kinds of detection schemes: 1) alarm-based detection scheme; 2) threshold-based detection scheme.
• Alarm-based detection scheme In this case, the defender uses false data alarm to distinguish between compromised and normal signals. If x mc surpasses x 0 , then attack detection is achieved; otherwise, the attacker eludes the detection.
• Threshold-based detection scheme The core of threshold-based detection lies in the anomaly of transient behaviors of compromised variables. Specifically, a metric m evaluating the transient behaviors is expressed by an accumulation of the change of the variable during certain time period [18] 
where m 0 is the threshold value set by the defender. If m ≥ m 0 , then the compromised variable can be screened out; otherwise, the variable is regarded as normal. In this paper, we use different values of x 0 and m 0 to represent different strategies of defenders.
4) INCOMPLETE INFORMATION GAME
In this paper, we specify the incomplete information as the incomplete knowledge of opponent's strategy. The attacker and defender, during attack-defense interaction over LFC, would have incomplete information about specific conditions: The attacker has incentives to mimic the normal ACE to elude detection. Hence, the defender would protect normal ACE signals and the alarm from the outsiders, causing the attacker information incompleteness. The incomplete information could change the payoff of the game, thus influencing the decision-making of attacker and defender.
As to attacker, the alarm value or the threshold value set by the defender cannot be obtained, which makes it difficult for attacker to accurately calculate the payoff of attack strategies in specific situations. Based on the attacking tendencies, attackers can launch attack by randomly selecting attack strategy from the attack strategy pool.
As to defender, the compromised value D set by attacker cannot be obtained. Defender should choose appropriate alarm value or threshold value to cope with possible attack strategy.
III. OPTIMAL STRATEGY OF ATTACK-DEFENSE INTERACTION OVER LFC
In this section, optimal strategy is discussed based on the attack-defense game-based LFC system model in Section II. Firstly, fuzzy logic-based model of payoff is established. Then, from the perspective of defender, optimal strategy is designed by mixing the strategies from the strategy pool with certain probability to maximize the payoff.
A. FUZZY LOGIC-BASED PAYOFF IN ATTACK-DEFENSE INTERACTION OVER LFC
In order to calculate payoff, the following evaluation indexes are considered from the perspective of attackers. Notice that what the attacker gains is the opposite of what the defender gains.
• Application effect Application effect ae(d i , a j ) reflects the extent to which an attacker achieves his goal. ae(d i , a j ) is defined by cumulative frequency deviation F ae .
where f (T ) represents the system frequency deviation at time T . f can be expressed as
where f i and H i are the frequency and the inertia of Area i; f s is the nominal frequency.
• Implementation cost Implementation cost ic(d i , a j ) evaluate the cost of using specific strategy for attacker. ic(d i , a j ) is defined by the possibility of being detected.
where TP stands for true positives (samples correctly identified as anomalies); FN represents false negatives (samples inaccurately identified as the normal). The payoff can be represented by the weighted difference of the utility of ae (d i , a j ) and ic(d i , a j ) : (10) where α 1 , α 2 = [0, 1] represent the weighting coefficients; the minus sign indicates that implementation cost is the loss to the attacker; U 1 and U 2 are the utility function. The weights α 1 and α 2 reflect how the attacker weighs each objective. As can be seen, ae(d i , a j ) and ic(d i , a j ) are of different magnitudes, and normalization is required to make utility consistent with the weights the decision maker assigns. Therefore, we select U 1 and U 2 as the following min-max functions [22] :
where p min and p max are the minimum and maximum of payoff p. Let p ae and p ic are the normalized application effect and implementation cost in the sense of utility, utility in (11) can be expressed by the weighted sum of p ae and p ic :
The weighting coefficients α 1 and α 2 should be dependent on p ae and p ic . Ideally, the attacker desires to maximize p ae and minimize p ic simultaneously. However, these two objectives are usually conflicting. For example, if p ae achieves high scores, which means the attacker is prone to use a 1 to increase F ae . It will lead to high implementation cost, which is equivalent to the high scores of p ic , and vice versa.
From the perspective of the attacker, it is assumed that the attacker prioritizes p ae promotion over p ic reduction. The attacker would not pay more attention to control of implementation cost until he achieves sufficient level of application effect. That is, the highest priority is given to p ae ; when certain p ae is achieved, p ic is then considered. For example, when p ae is of little but p ic is of high score, the attacker has no incentives to weigh more implementation cost, thus assigning small value to α 2 . When both p ae and p ic achieve high scores, the attacker begins to weigh more the implementation cost by assigning big value to α 2 . Furthermore, In order to make the payoff variation between different p ae explicit, α 1 is assumed to be positively correlated to p ae . Based on the aforementioned analysis, the weighting coefficients can be calculated as
The analysis above present a fuzzy conception of computation of α 1 and α 2 , and thus fuzzy logic method is adopted to quantify α 1,2 . Through fuzzification and defuzzification, the fuzzy logic component can generate crisp weighting coefficients α 1 and α 2 based on decision maker's fuzzy preferences to p ae and p ic The fuzzy sets for the inputs p ae and p ic are both {S M B}, where S -small; M -medium; M -big. Similarly, the fuzzy sets for the outputs α 1 and α 2 are the same as those for the inputs.
The core of weighting coefficient calculation is the design of fuzzy logic rules. Based on (13) and (14), the fuzzy rules are given in Table 1 and 2. The membership functions for both the inputs and outputs are a string of symmetric triangles with equal base.
B. OPTIMAL STRATEGY CONSIDERING INCOMPLETE INFORMATION
As is mentioned in Section II. B, defender has incomplete information of the compromised signals D since attacker launches attack by randomly selecting attack strategy from the strategy pool. The optimal strategy for the defender is to maximize the minimum payoff when faced with all attack strategies from the strategy pool.
Remark 1: Considering that it is not suitable to discuss the optimal attack strategy publicly, we only discuss the optimal strategy of the defender in this subsection.
If the attacker has m alternatives and the defender has n alternatives, the normal form game can be expressed in a matrix form:
For a specific strategy d i , the minimum payoff can be expressed as
The goal of the defender is to find the optimal strategy to maximize his payoff p max . p max can be expressed as
Therefore, the optimal strategy for the defender can thus be described by (18) In this paper, the mixed defense strategy, which means that defender can choose multiple defense strategies based on certain probability, is used to further enhance the payoff to defender. The mixed strategy for defender may be represented by = [γ 1 , γ 2 , ..., γ n ] T of probabilities that add to 1. If defender chooses column j in (15) , the payoff to defender can be described by (19) Based on (18) and (19), the optimal mixed defense strategy can be described by
The optimal mixed defense strategy is formulated as the linear programming (LP) problem (21) .
Notice that this LP model needs to run m times to find the optimal defense strategy. There are two situations in the solution process. The first situation is that there exists an optimal solution to the current linear programming problem. As to the attack strategy in this situation, it can be regarded as an attack strategy that affects the defender's decision-making. The second situation is that there is no optimal solution to the current linear programming problem. It can be learned that the attack strategy in this situation plays no role in the minimum envelop, which means that this attack strategy is dominated by other attack strategies. Defender does not need to consider this attack strategy when choosing defense strategy. This enables defender to effectively reduce the number of attack strategies they need to consider when facing a larger attack strategy pool. 
IV. CASE STUDIES
In this section, case studies are presented with regards to the optimal strategy selection discussed in Section III. Notice that the real data about power grid attacks are confidential at present, which means that the detailed data can be hardly accessed. In this section, the IEEE standard system is used to verify the proposed method. In Section IV.A, the simulation model is briefly discussed. In Section IV.B, through numerical analyses, performances of different joint of actions on application effects and implementation costs are studied. In Section IV.C, optimal strategies are discussed in different situations.
A. MODELING OF CYBER ATTACKS ON LFC
LFC model is built upon a 10-unit-39-bus two-area system as shown in Fig. 3 . The system is modelled in the MATLAB/SIMULINK environments. The parameters of the elements, e.g., ten generating units G i , the primer mover and governing system and the transmission network, are given in [25] . Based on the analysis in [15] , the upper frequency threshold value f u is 1.0117 p.u. and the lower frequency threshold value f l is 0.9883 p.u.. As to the attack strategies, 1000 samples are randomly generated considering the two attacking tendencies. As to the detection scheme, the defender can choose either alarm-based detection scheme or threshold-based detection scheme. Defender can mix several different defense strategies in all of the alarm-based detection schemes or the threshold-based detection schemes. Defender can also mix defense strategies in both alarm-based detection schemes and threshold-based detection schemes. Without loss of generality, the set of the alarm value is assumed to be {1.9, 2.0, 2.1} and the set of the threshold value is assumed to be {3.4, 3.5, 3.6}.
B. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF APPLICATION EFFECT/IMPLEMENTATION COST
In this subsection, model-based application effect and implementation cost in Section III under different joint of actions are studied. From TABLE 3, it can be learned that application effect of the deception oriented FDI attack scheme is positively associated with the value of parameter D, which makes the attacker more inclined to choose a larger D. Notice that none of the minimum frequency under deception attack is lower than f l , which can not trigger emergency control to cause greater damage. From TABLE 4, it can be learned that implementation cost of the deception oriented FDI attack scheme is at a low level and not positively associated with the value of parameter D.
2) SCENARIO 2: DECEPTION ORIENTED FDI ATTACK SCHEME AND THRESHOLD-BASED DETECTION SCHEME Values of D are the same as those in Scenario 1, and all the ae have the same scores as those in Scenario 1. Implementation cost is shown in TABLE 5. It can be learned that the deception-oriented FDI attack can also maintain a low implementation cost in this case.
3) SCENARIO 3: DAMAGE ORIENTED FDI ATTACK SCHEME AND ALARM-BASED DETECTION SCHEME Without loss of generality, let parameter D in (4) be: From TABLE 6, it can be learned that the minimum frequency under damage oriented FDI attack is lower than f l , which can trigger emergency control to cause severe damage. Based on the data shown in TABLE 6 and TABLE 7 , it can be learned that application effect and implementation cost are positively correlated with the value of parameter D. 4) SCENARIO 4: DAMAGE ORIENTED FDI ATTACK SCHEME AND THRESHOLD-BASED DETECTION SCHEME D are the same as those in Scenario 3, and all the ae have the same scores as those in Scenario 3. Implementation cost is shown in TABLE 8 
C. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF OPTIMAL STRATEGY IN ATTACK-DEFENSE INTERACTION OVER LFC
In this subsection, optimal mixed defense strategy is discussed in the following three cases.
• Case 1: By comparing with other method, the advantages of mixed defense strategy are illustrated in this case.
• Case 2: The optimal mixed strategy is discussed when there are multiple strategies in each type of detection schemes. (25) As to the traditional pure strategy, it can be learned that defense strategy d 1 can be chosen to ensure at least −0.23061 payoff in the face of all the attack strategies. When defender uses the proposed mixed strategy, he can choose the defense strategy with probability γ 1 and the defense strategy with probability 1 − γ 1 . The payoff of the proposed mixed strategy is shown in Fig. 3 .
Based on the intersection of the lines shown in Fig. 3 , it can be learned that defender can maximize his guaranteed payoff, which equals to −0.21473, by choosing strategy a 1 with probability 18.5%. Notice that when γ 1 equals 100% or 0%, the defense strategy is the traditional pure strategy. The payoff of the proposed mixed strategy can be 6.8% higher than the payoff of the traditional pure strategy.
2) CASE 2
In this case, three attack strategies {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } and three defense strategies {d 1 , d 2 The results of the LP problem (21) are shown in TABLE 9. From (26), It can be learned that the maximum guaranteed payoff equals to -0.2267 with the aid of traditional pure strategy. From TABLE 9, it can be learned that the optimal defense strategy is to set x 0 = 1.9 with probability 55.27% and set x 0 = 2.1 with probability 44.73%. The defender can get at least −0.2112 payoff with the aid of the proposed mixed defense strategy. By comparison, the proposed mixed strategy can also perform well in the case considering alarm-based detection scheme.
As to the defense strategies in threshold-based detection scheme, the payoff p d ij can be calculated as: Notice that the maximum guaranteed payoff of the traditional pure strategy equals to the one of the proposed mixed strategy. It can be learned that the proposed mixed strategies contain traditional pure strategies in special cases, which means that the proposed mixed strategy has wider applicability.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, optimal strategy selection is studied for attackdefense interaction over load frequency control (LFC). The attack-defense interaction is modelled by a incomplete information game, thus searching for the optimal strategy is equivalent to computation of maximum guaranteed payoff. Through case studies, it can be learned that the proposed mixed strategy method enables the defender to choose optimal defense strategies.
B. DISCUSSIONS
As to practical implementation, the challenge is to accurately calculate the payoff of both attackers and defenders. Reasonable payoff can help defenders make the right decisions. The next step of the study could be to optimize the existing payoff calculation model based on the actual scenario data.
